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in the 2000, millions of around the world followed the US
election cliff-hanger. They were introduced to the of the,

'hanging chad' and left wondering at the of both a
agency a uniform ballot paper, and the fact that the in
the vital of Florida to be in the of one of the
two They as the US Supreme Court

that its decisions could be off in advance on party
grounds, mocking the actual of the of

(insert ref v Gore). Meanwhile a of
largely unnoticed. While the Florida

vote and the hung on a few hundred votes, 436,900 Florida
citizens, predominantly black, denied the vote of a prior
conviction for a felony.

Figures provided by The Sentencing Project, a private organisation
which promotes reform, in its report Losing the Vote: The of
Felony in the (1998) that 46
US currently prohibit from voting while serving felony

32 prohibit felons from voting while on 14
all who completed their and 10 of

ex-felons for life. Disenfranchisement occurs where the
offender was convicted of a relatively minor crime or was not imprisoned.

The of the disenfranchisement of is staggering. The
3.9 million Americans, one in every 50 adults, have currently or

permanently lost their voting rights as a result of felony conviction. This
includes 1.4 million who completed their Nationally
1.4 million African American men, or 13% of men are disenfranchised, a

the national The Report that at current
of incarceration in ten of the next generation of black men can

to be at point in their and that in
that disenfranchise ex-offenders around 40% of black men may permanently

their right to vote. Florida, the in the eye of the storm, is
one of the which and 31% of black

are disenfranchised. The is the in Alabama, followed by 29%
in and 25% in Virginia, indicating the racially gerrymander
which flows from policies.

There is a argument that to the vote is a hang-
over, a form of 'civil death' entirely out of in a modern democracy. To
d'eny the right to to ex-offenders is a permanent denial of citizenship,

to principles, religious notions of redemption and
notions of rehabilitation The is a fundamental cornerstone of

of government. Article 25 of the Covenant



on Civil and that "every the right" - :

opportunity ... without ... to ... at genuine
which be by and suffrage".

.Australia, while avoiding the US of disenfranchising ex-prisoners,
not comply with 25, from our of commitment to

vote value (Brooks 1993). Under Commonwealth law •
serving of five or are
vary: Victoria, the Northern Territory and the ACT follow the •
Commonwealth position. New South and the

to a of one or In South all
are to vote and in Tasmania none. In are all

of problems for prisoners to vote in
right, in to the box 16 and Orr
1998).

by the writer to interest Australian newspapers in the of the
of felons in the US, even with the newsworthy 'hook' of

the outcome of the US presidential election hanging in the balance, were
entirely unsuccessful; indeed of insufficient interest even to warrant the

of replying to emails or bothering to communicate a rejection.
Approaches to usually sympathetic individual journalists were fruitless, A
similar of was evident in 1998 when the Howard government

in the and Referendum Amendment Bill (No. 2) 1998 to
deny all the right to vote. The was in the
by the combined of the ALP, Democrats, Greens

Colston.

Why is it that is so in discussing, let remedying,
the of a right in the franchise, to

and ex-prisoners? A cryptic might be that in the
title of Latour's We (1993).

such as the notion of 'civil death' and a variety of it
are in to In to the current
government's to the franchise for

in there are common such
as the of the right to on to ex-prisoners and more

as the 1996 NSW provision (Victims
Act 1996 (NSW) s24(4)) by which "convicted inmates" to

victims' compensation for "an act of violence if it occurred while the
imprisoned", the fact that the incidence of in

is much higher than in the community. What-this last
is the is not just the of but their

to

the doctrine of 'civil throws up which not just
'uneven development' or 'remnants', in the notion of a stubborn

of the pre-modern, but of its overt resurrection in the common law



of democratic in conditions of late modernity. The of • :-
Henry in the late 18th century in counterpoint to the

Australian High Court decision in v (1979).

. in the opening of his The Rule of Law in a Penal Colony:
Power in Early New South (1991) the story of

first convicts, Susannah and Henry Susannah and Henry
in Norwich jail had to

for housebreaking. had to
that of transportation to America the judge petitioned the king, in the
manner so richly by Douglas Hay in his famous in Albion's

Tree (1975). In the more and of
late 18th century Susannah and Henry's led to a union and

to the birth of a son in 1786. They for permission to marry in
jail but it denied. Meanwhile transportation to America with the
American revolt and in 1786, the year of the birth, a of

to 750 convicts to Bay in the colony of South
Wales on the of the continent of Australia, where Cook had

16 earlier.

The short of women prisoners and Susannah and child, with
other women convicts from Norwich jail to the hulk Dunkirk at
Plymouth on 5 November 1786. But the of the hulk to
the on and the left in the of the Norwich jailer, a
Mr Simpson, who had accompanied the women prisoners. Simpson
evidently a humane fellow and one of determination and

He with the baby to London and laid in
the of Lord Sydney, the Home Secretary, accosting the as he left
his and the not only for the reunion of mother and child
but of as well. Lord Sydney and Henry Kable in turn

from Norwich and 10 days' the family were
reunited. Somehow this heart rending story the of the

and much of "John Simpson, the humane turnkey" and of the
alacrity with which Lord Sydney to the "happiness of the

in the kingdom" 1991, p5). Such a
philanthropic and Lady Cadogan a public subscription which

twenty pounds which, as points out, "twice the annual
of a labourer at time, and four times the value of the Susannah had

- enough money to buy and other for their life in New
(ibid).

The took 8 months, the arriving in Sydney harbour in January
1788. Susannah and Henry in February in of the first

in the colony. However the of goods bought
with the money and in Plymouth to

on route. So on the first of July 1788:

a writ in the of Henry and Susannah from the
Court of Civil Jurisdiction in New South Wales, The writ that

the on to the had not to the



in Sydney many and
or its value. It the ship's Duncan Sinclair, as
(NeaM991,p5). - ."

, In what the first civil ever under English law in the. Australian
colonies a verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of fifteen pounds..
Henry a constable and chief in the new colony

moving on to become a merchant and ship owner.

As notes, this extraordinary in many ways. Not of
having convicted of a felony Susannah and Henry

clearly covered by the common law doctrine of civil death, suffering 'attainder'
and 'corruption of the blood', which would prevented them from bringing
a civil action in England. that at first they were in the writ
as 'New of this place' but this had been crossed out and nothing

He notes that "the fact that Henry and Susannah were convicts
and the consequences of that fact must have been obvious to some of

concerned; maybe the description 'New settlers' was too close to a
fabrication, and hence this part of the writ was altered to maintain a discreet
silence" (p6). Staples puts the point more forcefully asking,

how it that Sir Berwick's "fundamental" relationship
a and a in the full view of the whole colony
and in a court by the direction of Governor Arthur
Phillip to try the of two in his charge. Their status could
not the of a in the settlement They

men. How it that Sinclair at least whose mind
surely to this minor not of or did not

the point which would him in the High Court of Australia in
1978, hundred ninety later?

The may perhaps lie in this: the rule, if its known,
by the of Englishmen as unjust, even absurd,
in the conditions of the colony and in any

with the practice of the authorities in permitting the
to equip themselves to with property to

in of confinement Thus the community
the rule at the 1981, p31).

to the High Court 190 later is a to Dugan
v Mirror (1979) in which the doctrine of civil death to
apply in NSW in the late 1970s to prevent convicted capital felon Darcy
Dugan suing for defamation. The trial judge, the NSW Court of Appeal and the
High Court by six to one (with Murphy J all upheld the applicability
of the doctrine of civil in in 1978. Barwick CJ said (p167):

If the Court that the common law in England, properly understood,
did a prisoner in the of the the to sue during
the currency of the and that law introduced into and



of the law of the colony, is no in the Court to •
law as in the of the Court to

during which felony ...I can see no on which it ,
be a law which in its to the

. to the community of of felony not
to the community of the colony, at its in 1828.

Murphy J, the in Dugan, the doctrine of civil
as "anachronistic" (p176).

The main to the civil principles as
common law is in as non-persons, is,

them, the the of
human are with the of our
criminal justice (p177).

The NSW partially overturned the doctrine in 1981 by the
(Civil Act 1981; &

1982).

David the story to on the 'rule of law'
Thompson's famous conclusion to Whigs and

(1975, pp2S8-6,9). Neal the key of the rule of law as
laid down in argument from

to and, at in a form, a
of the executive for adjudication of disputes involving the

rules" (p67). Echoing Thompson's view that "the rule of law the
imposing of inhibitions upon power and the of the
from all-intrusive claims, to me an unqualified human good"
(p266), that "the rule of law tradition a foothold" with the

The of power in the colony would be
to scrutiny a not the of prison
or or the of the governor. This did not

would be lawfully; power brutally
by another, by
by by

by and so on. The is that the
of law a check 'power's all-intrusive claims'. While the

the But
in the colony the for

augmenting their over in a way: through the
coi/rfs(p190).1

However "footholds" can be over in the of time, as the
The doctrine of 'civil death', "repudiated" according to

in the context of the fledgling NSW colony, is
in 1978 as "fundamental to the to the community of those



convicted of felony" in 1788 and still in in 1978 by • ;

CJ of the Australian High Court. Once it is tempting to see in the
Dugan the lingering of the 'convict taint' and the

'criminal class', immanent waiting to forth in
.modernist conditions. But conceptions of to the

to which various ideologies and of exclusion are not only
but and in a

legitimacy. A legitimacy stitched up in contemporary sentiments of of
forfeiture, of impurity and of exclusion, in the US in popular
support for the penalty, mandatory and a of
highly racially incarceration,

the for by jury in

David that Susannah and Henry went on to 11 children
in all. By 1840, 52 after their arrival in the first fleet "those of Henry and
Susannah's progeny who owned a house worth more than 200 pounds and

were, to sit on juries and vote for the first representative
"Henry himself could have served as a juror, voted or

for the new Council" (p189). But the 'convict taint of
Henry's convict origins did not just naturally in the new colony,
nor it simply ignored as the doctrine of civil death had in the first
civil in 1788.

While contemporary around the jury is conducted in the
of its practicality, rationality, expertise, economy or efficiency as a

institution its in and in the infant NSW penal colony can
only be in of politics and the organisation of power. For as

points out:

The jury the of conflict for of citizenship.
The jury its the and the

of British an of direct power via the
Jury box into a symbolic which did to qualify the for
their of political authority in the colony (p187).

The for trial by jury out the first governors, the
government and the Colonial Office, and the (ex-convict)

and (free (pp167-187). The colony's
courts of of military and the of the Civil
Courts. These to the military. The Magistracy to be the

for the Exclusivists. In the of a parliament the
a forum,

The of South with the
of the civil the

of the jury in the colony. Property qualifications -
to both jury and the to - could be upon

as a of civic virtue in England. That not true in South



- at accord/fig to the -
the property The Exclusives to

rely on the convict taint as a mark of disqualification. The jury
a test of status, as the of a colonial

. ,.. Competence to on juries
competence to vote for to be a of the
institutions which would eventually be to the colony 1991,
pp169-70).

The centrality of the trial by jury can be from the fact that it "stood
at the of the first-ever to the king" in 1819. By 1833
trial by jury to all criminal and in 1839 the of trial
by military abolished, "The convict taint would not to
disqualify from the franchise" 1991, p186).

the of

While the colonial emancipists the right to sit on juries, right
mark of is not in an unqualified form to ex-

The vary but NSW is typical in the
disqualifications found in Schedule 1 to the Jury Act 1977 (NSW). These
include who at any time within the last ten have a

of imprisonment, within the in
a or who are currently bound by an of the court (Sch 2
s6(b)). Admittedly disqualifications in time, but only the
currently bound by an order of the court, manifests an of the
lingering of 'convict taint'.

In a in which the Australian High Court finally the
pernicious of jury vetting as out in Victoria over many
illegal, a majority of the judges concerned that the of
Jury by the door, to those with prior criminal
convictions from jury well beyond the statutory exclusions.

In (1999), on the of a list provided by the Chief Commissioner
of Police, a peremptory challenge by the Crown to a
potential juror with non-disqualifying prior convictions for minor 25
and 20 The High Court unanimous in finding that the
provision of information by the Chief Commissioner of Police to the DPP
impliedly prohibited by ss21(3) and 67(b) of the Juries Act 1967 (Vic),
the finding of illegality, a majority (Gleeson CJ» Gaudron, Gummow and
Callsnan JJ) went on to hold that the use of the information by the DPP,

in contravention of the Juries Act, in making peremptory
did not a to the of the criminal
in a fundamental and the "Once it is that
a peremptory may be for any reason, whether good or bad, it
follows the to the potential juror in this cannot be viewed
as a in the criminal process" and the of the Juries Act

not to a of justice. The of the Act "took



at a point anterior to the actual of the jury and did not the * • '••
his constitutional right to trial by jury" (Gaudron, Gummow and

Callinan JJ, pp1467-9). . ."

.IVIcHugh J and Kirby J strong Kirby J out that the
of the arrangement the Chief Commissioner and the Crown

an "enlargement of the of disqualification beyond which
Parliament has created" (p1483). The first of the excluded juror
occurred when he a juvenile, had no and could not
be as a conviction by law, yet it as relevant to the juror's
suitability to on a jury. The occurred more than 20
previously not a formal conviction in that
Kirby J pointed out that;

Upon the of the returns of the Sheriff illustrated by this
approximately 8 per cent of the citizens eligible for jury had
form of past conviction. If, whatever the exact of the (the

of the conviction, its antiquity and irrelevance), are to
be effectively removed from jury service on the of the

in the Chief Commissioner's list - with
the ~ it is for Parliament to the
disqualifications. It not be by the

prosecutors to the Act (p1483).

The majority judgments both a of concern with the
of jury as a mark of citizenship and the continued pertinence of
notions of 'convict taint.

The told thus far contain about citizenship, 'convict
taint and 'civil death'. Susannah and Henry to avoid the
Norwich conviction for felony, en famille
and upon successfully the first civil in the NSW
colony unhindered by the operation of the civil doctrine. Henry his

children to enjoy the full rights of citizenship, including the right to
sit on juries and to vote, and financially.

the exclusion in to Susannah, an
not through convict taint but through a woman and the

of property for full rights of citizenship. It would be
well over a century Susannah's her
would be to vote. is the far from universal underside of the

development of of citizenship which for many to
in NSW and throughout Australia Indigenous inhabitants

and women partly from full citizenship, to say nothing the
exclusions from citizenship of 'aliens' in the form of the White

Policy until the mid 20th century. In relation to juries, a
property in the form of compilation of jury rolls from lists of



in NSW right up until 1947 and. it only the '" •
of the Jury Act in 1977 that women en onto juries.

In 1978 Darcy Dugan was unsuccessful in his civil action for defamation after
.the Australian High Court by 6 to 1 the doctrine of civil for
capital felonies had received into NSW, had never

therefore Mr Dugan civilly and had no right to-
sue at common law. Prisoners in NSW can only vote if they are serving

of 12 months and ex can not on juries for
a of ten their Prisoners cannot, to limited
exceptions, claim criminal injuries compensation for injuries in

upon them while in prison. In 1999 in Katsuno a majority of the
Australian High Court did not to think it objectionable that a was
excluded from jury duty on the of non-disqualifying convictions as a
juvenile over two earlier. And, as in the introduction, in the US
millions of ex-prisoners, or 'ex-felons' to use the formal
terminology, are d.enied the vote to little consternation.

Citizenship is to some of 'our' most foundational colonial
'from colony to society' yet, as shown in the number of

discussed, is far from universal and is with exclusions.
Exclusions which at in relation to prisoners are not withering in the
long march of enlightenment civilisation, as a Whig history would it, but
in are being revived and resurrected, given new and
forms. But in relation to prisoners, exactly how important are notions of
citizenship? Is it a useful conceptual vehicle for the promotion of
rights and for the promotion of improvements in the conditions of
imprisonment?

Citizenship is usually formally as a membership or group the
group being variably defined as a political community, nation or civil

The key components of citizenship are rights, duties, and
identity and the various theories of tend to on
certain of components at the of others. The or models
of can be roughly divided into two main tendencies:
republican/communitarian. Liberal of citizenship tend to
rights, and responsibilities; rights in the more left wing versions of
liberalism, and responsibilities in the more conservative liberalism.

and communitarian to participation, with
the on participation in civil society. Identity is central to
communitarian traditions and to nationalist conceptions of citizenship.

democratic provide not so much a theory of citizenship as a
critique of and communitarian positions, emphasising what Delahunty

as "the politics of voice, and justice" (2000:46; see
Marshali,1992; Faulks, 2000; Isin and Wood, 1999).

Many of the on and discussion of theories of citizenship to
identify the liberal, communitarian, republican,



democratic and other But what is perhaps of more for a
of and citizenship is their commonalities. if not all

and of emphasise principles of equality, freedom,
participation, and so on, frequently according a different meaning or
.emphasis to terms. But theories of citizenship typically fail to provide an
explicit account of how citizenship, how membership of a political or civic
community is acquired and lost. In this they tend to presuppose
membership and the boundaries or limits of the relevant community and then
go on to describe the content of citizenship - what membership or •
should entail. This question of boundaries or limits - of admission to and
exclusion from citizenship - would to be the central one when it comes
to considering punishment.

In 1994 an ANOP Opinion Poll on Community Knowledge and Understanding
of the Constitution, Citizenship and Civics conducted as part of a Civics
Expert Group Report to the Keating Labor government (CEG, 1994). In

to a question "What is a good citizen/what sort of things a
good do?" the three leading answers were: "obey laws" 62%; "show

and consideration for others" 38%; and be involved in community
activities" 30% (p156). That by far the most common answer to the question
about what is a good citizen focussed on obedience to law the question
of how the relationship between citizenship, law-breaking and punishment is
popularly viewed and understood. If in the view of many, "good citizens" are

who obey the law, this suggests a public ambivalence about the
citizenship of those who break the law.

One of the leading writers on citizenship, T H Marshall, emphasised equality
and the for the social democratic to promote an equality of
opportunity undermined by the market in a class society. "Citizenship is
a on who are full members of a community. All who

the are equal with respect to the rights and duties with which
the is endowed" (1992, p8 quoted in Delahunty 2000, p15). This
the question who are "full members" of the community and more specifically,
are prisoners "full members"? Popular opinion as reflected in the ANOP
survey that "full membership" of a community may be as
linked to and even dependant upon obedience to the law. This view gives rise
to arguments by virtue of the offence committed the individual who has

convicted and imprisoned thereby forfeits any claim to citizenship and to
be the of rights.

The most version of this argument is apparent in the death penalty,
where the forfeit is not only to citizenship, but to the very right to exist,
extreme versions involve the or forfeit of particular rights or incidents of
citizenship, such as the franchise, or the right to be a subject in general
or for particular purposes. At a lower and in relation to the more concrete
and with prison conditions, which tend to be
as more important than the symbolic by prisoners themselves, the key
arguments are those of the 'they deserve nothing', 'they are being pampered
in conditions while their victims suffer' sort, which are essentially
contemporary versions of Jeremy Bentham's "principle of

10



eligibility" whereby prisoners should be in conditions -
those of the honest, non-criminal poor, •

The 'forfeit' argument is evident in the notion of civil and has its in
. an .amalgam of retributivist conceptions of impurity, and pollution,
the of revenge, and the to and
'other'. An emphasis on the 'duties and responsibilities' part of the
rights, duties and criteria, in various

of conservative liberalism given succour to the
'forfeiters'. As has of the communitarians'

on community, religion, family and nation, an to an organic
consensus to populist, and ethnic

the of exclusion and of full membership of a
community and of the prevalent position is what
Vaughan (2000, p26) "conditional citizenship". By this he means that
prisoners are more typically citizens', neither enjoying full citizenship
nor entirely it. Punishment

is on who are conditional citizens, people who may be
into full citizens but who are, at present, failing to display the
qualities expected of citizens. This is one of the animating

impulses behind modern punishment, the desire to convert into
proper rather than excluding them as with transportation, or

a of them, as with punishment. Yet for
punishment to be meaningful, it must entail that some rights and privileges
are forgone; the process 'of inclusion cannot be total (p26).

Vaughan's view that and privileges must be forgone for
punishment to be meaningful would be by prisoners'

who see in universal forms and many who cite the oft-quoted
that 'people are to as punishment not for

punishment'. On this view, the only qualified, as would
be are as a consequence of the
conditions of imprisonment, such as the freedom of movement. Yet clearly in

the 'pains of imprisonment' involve far more than merely restrictions
on freedom of movement, as the whole history of the origins and development
of the prison, the sociology of imprisonment and penology show. As David
Garland and Peter Young :

Individual a number of different and it
is to this, if an of supporting

is An who is to imprisonment
the of a relation of force will be with

and If necessary'), which is at one and the
(it is an of the court, the is a

,, of its at
the law not the

to etc.); (the and of
authority and are political, as is the definition and

11



of the criminal the form of the is "'
conditioned, etc.); (the
connotations which the prisoner, his act and his family; •

and - isolation, work,
. discipline, etc.); and (the will be

to labour, his family will be financially his work
record and will be interrupted, he will
difficulty regaining employment, the labour-market will be of
his he will be etc.). Of if the to
be she will be to a of (as
indeed will 'sex offenders'), the of sexual

in this ... Clearly the of imprisonment
is a condensation of a of relations (1983, pp22-3).

The and of various not,
at the most formal level, into a simple of or

non-citizen. Vaughan's of as "partial" or
"conditional" is a much more of
situation than the either/or of universal citizen/non-citizen 'outlaw'. The notion
of 'partial' has the of calling attention to the fluid and
unfinished of the prisoner's and ability to in public

as a fully a subject in the of
becoming.

Certain forms of punishment such as and transportation,
consciously to temporarily or permanently expunge citizenship. This

the punishment. The of imprisonment in modern is
more ambivalent. Many of the chapters in this collection have illustrated the
"conditional" or "partial" nature of current prisoners' claims to full citizenship.
The of limitations on suffrage, right to on
juries, and to be a full subject, the continued pertinence
of notions of convict "taint" or "stain".

Conclusion

We are left with of a in relation to the of
as However in a Utopian the current

of enjoying full or universal citizenship is unlikely. Not only
it would be politically to conservatives and

who that form of 'forfeit' to conviction, (2000;
417) "emotive and punishment", ranging from the
of punishment through to the mundane forms of

and denial. But forms of and
of are on the of improvement, to

be through of and
within which and rewards can under the

of notions of and offender
contractual ism. Universal or 'full' citizenship of prisoners is unlikely

whatever a formal might imply, sociologically in

12



the complex and involved in do rtoi
simply play upon or constitute a unitary the

As a political aim or conditional should be fuller
.and complete. In that push the be not'on the
formal of prisoners or on a particular unitary identity of prisoners,
but on the conditions under which might fully
in a citizenship. Such includes the ability to
the which led to their imprisonment and to call to
and upon the and economic conditions in which their offending
and criminalisation occurred. That reflexivity to the
various institutional, cultural and personal, of and

of patently and behaviour, hyper-
masculinity and of violence and and
which led to imprisonment and which are and
amplified under current prison conditions.

The conditions under which prisoners can participate in a democratic
citizenship lie in a discursive citizenship, an ability to participate in the public
realm. Such is on and a language of recognition,
the articulation of a voice and to public means of communication of

voices. The should be plural precisely because, as many
point out, imprisonment is far from all of a piece. Its histories,
and differ on racial, gender and other fault lines;

Indigenous women prisoners and other specific groups such as
non-English and with disabilities have specific

voices which are not helpfully essentialised into a unity, particularly as
often by white, masculine-dominated vanguardist' organisations

Zdenkowski and Brown, 1982 pp 355-364; Brown 1998 and, on the
of Australian penality for Indigenous people, Finanne & McGuire

2001 and Hogg 2001).

Hogg and I previously (Brown & Hogg 1985)
as inhabiting a location, largely by their

to the and forces of production, an approach
as therefore "unproductive" (Mathiesen

(1974, pp173-7). and use this economic criterion to
an if not yet unity workers and prisoners.

Along with Laclau and Mouffe (1985, p181) we that are multiple
of constituting positions in to a proliferation of

and in a of constantly shifting
with various movements. As in this collection

the of entry, connection or concern with prison
from a plurality of and These include the and

and of Indigenous
women suffering from or physical disabilities, drug

with
prisoners, non-English prisoners, prisoners subject to forms of

who of literacy,
in prisons, and so on. The movements, community

13



support groups, government and non-government and families1

which up prison are fluctuating, multi-vocal

To be to voice concerns, to in a "discursive
.citizenship" in the public realm be under
which are healthy, not conducive to or of violence; conditions which
promote contact with family and friends and the various of civil
society; conditions which promote the maximum ability to in public

through to all forms of including the internet;
conditions which encourage participation in meaningful literacy, education,
work and programs; and conditions which do not permit the
isolation and of prisoners for the of punishment or
convenience, on grounds which can be

The to which claims of conditions is a moot
point. Claims of citizenship can to the of false unities, obscuring
significant groups in terms of the of
crimtnalisation and the and of imprisonment. More
significantly, is in universalist forms which

to the denied and of key of as
we in relation to for example, with to the vote,

subjectivity, and ability to sit on juries. As above, of
are on of equality, freedom and participation,

but in that they fail to provide an explicit and concrete account of how
citizenship, how of a political or civic community, is and
lost. This failure is particularly in to prisoners, much

theory sounding and rhetorical, from
political where the 'forfeit' argument strongly to disqualify

or dis-entitle prisoners from full citizenship.

If is any to of over claims of rights it might
lie in their indeterminate and incomplete nature. At a popular

claims of rights are readily comprehended but
as of particularistic self interest. A democratic is a

a a or a demand, and more a process: a
through which participation in a public discourse a
through which are recognised,

and voices communicated and heard.
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